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HYDRODYNAMIC LIMIT OF GRANULAR GASES TO PRESSURELESS
EULER IN DIMENSION 1
PIERRE-EMMANUEL JABIN AND THOMAS REY
Abstract. We investigate the behavior of granular gases in the limit of small Knudsen number,
that is very frequent collisions. We deal with the strongly inelastic case, in one dimension of
space and velocity. We are able to prove the convergence toward the pressureless Euler system.
The proof relies on dispersive relations at the kinetic level, which leads to the so-called Oleinik
property at the limit.
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1. Introduction
The granular gases equation is a Boltzmann-like kinetic equation describing a rarefied gas
composed of macroscopic particles, interacting via energy-dissipative binary collisions (pollen
flow in a fluid, or planetary rings for example). More precisely, the phase space distribution
f ε(t, x, v) solves the equation
(1.1)

∂fε
∂t
+ v∂f
ε
∂x
= 1
ε
Qα(f ε, fε),
f ε(0, x, v) = f0ε (x, v),
where f0ε is a given non negative distribution, t ≥ 0, v ∈ R and x ∈ R. The collision operator Qα
is the so-called granular gases operator (sometimes known as the inelastic Boltzmann operator),
describing an energy-dissipative microscopic collision dynamics, which we will present in the
following section. The parameter ε > 0 is the scaled Knudsen number, that is the ratio between
the mean free path of particles before a collision and the length scale of observation.
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2 P.-E. JABIN AND T. REY
As ε → 0, the frequency of collisions increases to infinity. The particle distribution function
f ε then formally converges towards a Dirac mass centered on the mean velocity,
(1.2) ρ(x)δ0 (v − u(x)) , ∀(x, v) ∈ R× R.
This is due to the energy dissipation which ensures that all particles occupying the same position
in space, necessarily have the same velocity.
The form (1.2) of f ε is usually called monokinetic and greatly reduces the complexity of Eq.
(1.1): The solution is completely described by its local hydrodynamic fields, namely its mass
ρ ≥ 0 and its velocity u ∈ R.
Before the limit ε→ 0, the same macroscopic quantities can be obtained from the distribution
function f ε by computing its first moments in velocity:
(1.3) ρε(t, x) =
∫
R
f ε(t, x, v) dv, ρε(t, x)uε(t, x) =
∫
R
f ε(t, x, v) v dv.
However those quantities cannot be solved independently as they do not satisfy a closed system
for ε > 0, instead one has by integrating Eq. (1.1) (see the properties of the collision operator
just below)
∂tρ
ε + ∂x(ρε uε) = 0,
∂t(ρε uε) + ∂x(Eε) = 0,
where Eε =
∫
R f
ε(t, x, v)|v|2 dv and cannot be expressed directly in terms of ρε and uε. But at
the limit ε→ 0, if (1.2) holds, then one has that E = ρ u2 and ρ, u now satisfy the pressureless
Euler dynamics
(1.4)
{
∂tρ+ ∂x(ρ u) = 0,
∂t(ρ u) + ∂x(ρ u2) = 0.
This system of equation is mostly known as a model for the formation of large scale structures
in the universe (e.g. aggregates of galaxies) [29].
The purpose of this article is to justify rigorously this limit of Eq. (1.1) to (1.4).
Such hydrodynamic limits for collisional models have been famously investigated for elastic
collisions (preserving the kinetic energy) such as the Boltzmann equation. They are connected
to the rigorous derivation of Fluid Mechanics models (such as incompressible Navier-Stokes or
Euler); this longstanding conjecture formulated by Hilbert was finally solved in [17, 18, 28].
The inelasticity (loss of kinetic energy for each collision) leads however to a very distinct
behavior and requires different techniques. In fact even classical formal techniques such as Hilbert
or Chapman-Enskog expansions (see e.g. [14] for a mathematical introduction in the elastic
case) are not applicable. The limit system for instance is very singular (see the corresponding
subsection below), to the point that well posedness for (1.4) is only known in dimension 1. This
is the main reason why our study is limited to this one-dimensional case.
We continue this introduction by explaining more precisely the collision operator. We then
present the current theory for the limit system (1.4) before giving the main result of the article.
1.1. The Collision Operator. Let α ∈ [0, 1] be the restitution coefficient of the microscopic
collision process, that is the ratio of kinetic energy dissipated during a collision, in the direction
of impact. This quantity can depend on the magnitude of the relative velocity before collision
|v − v∗| (see the book [12] for a long discussion of this topic).
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If α = 1, no energy is dissipated, and the collision is elastic. If α ∈ (0, 1), the collision is said
to be inelastic. We define a strong form of the collision operator Qα by
Qα(f, g)(v) =
∫
R
|v − v∗|
(
f ′ g′∗
α2
− f g∗
)
dv∗,(1.5)
= Q+α (f, g)(v)− f(v)L(g)(v),
where we have used the usual shorthand notation f ′ := f(v′), f ′∗ := f(v′∗), f := f(v), f∗ := f(v∗).
In (1.5), v′ and v′∗ are the pre-collisional velocities of two particles of given velocities v and v∗,
defined by
(1.6)

v′ = 12(v + v∗) +
α
2 (v − v∗),
v′∗ =
1
2(v + v∗)−
α
2 (v − v∗).
The operator Q+α (f, g)(v) is usually known as the gain term because it can be understood as
the number of particles of velocity v created by collisions of particles of pre-collisional velocities
v′ and v′∗, whereas f(v)L(g)(v) is the loss term, modeling the loss of particles of pre-collisional
velocities v′.
We can also give a weak form of the collision operator, which is compatible with sticky colli-
sions. Let us reparametrize the post-collisional velocities v′ and v′∗ as
v′ = v − 1− α2 (v − v∗),
v′∗ = v∗ +
1− α
2 (v − v∗).
Then we have the weak representation, for any smooth test function ψ,
(1.7)
∫
R
Qα(f, g)ψ(v) dv =
1
2
∫
R×R
|v − v∗|f∗ g
(
ψ′ + ψ′∗ − ψ − ψ∗
)
dv dv∗.
Thanks to this expression, we can compute the macroscopic properties of the collision operator
Qα. Indeed, we have the microscopic conservation of impulsion and dissipation of kinetic energy:
v′ + v′∗ = v + v∗,
(v′)2 + (v′∗)2 − v2 − v2∗ = −
1− α2
2 (v − v∗)
2 ≤ 0.
Then if we integrate the collision operator against ϕ(v) = (1, v, v2), we obtain the preservation
of mass and momentum and the dissipation of kinetic energy:
(1.8)
∫
R
Qα(f, f)(v)
 1v
v2
 dv =
 00
−(1− α2)D(f, f)
 ,
where D(f, f) ≥ 0 is the energy dissipation functional, given by
(1.9) D(f, f) :=
∫
R×R
f f∗ |v − v∗|3 dv dv∗ ≥ 0.
The conservation of mass implies an a priori bound for f in L∞
(
0, T ; L1(R× R)). Moreover,
these macroscopic properties of the collision operator, together with the conservation of posi-
tiveness, imply that the equilibrium profiles of Qα are trivial Dirac masses (see e.g. the review
paper [32] of Villani).
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Finally, we can give a precise estimate of the energy dissipation functional. Indeed, applying
Jensen’s inequality to the convex function v 7→ |v|3 and to the measure f(v∗) dv∗, we get∫
R
f(v∗)|v − v∗|3dv∗ ≥
∣∣∣∣v ∫
R
f(v∗) dv∗ −
∫
R
v∗ f(v∗) dv∗
∣∣∣∣ = |ρ (v − u)|3 .
Using Hölder inequality, it comes that the energy dissipation is such that
D(f, f) ≥ ρ3
∫
R
f(v) |v − u|3 dv
≥ ρ5/2
(∫
R
f(v) |v − u|2dv
) 3
2
.(1.10)
Remark 1 . Let us define the temperature of a particle distribution function f by.
θ(t, x) :=
∫
R
|v − u|2 f(t, x, v) dv.
Multiplying equation (1.1) by |v − u|2 and integrating with respect to the velocity and space
variables yields thanks to (1.10) the so-called Haff’s Law [19]
(1.11)
∫
R
θε(t, x) dx . 1− α
ε
1
(1 + t)2 .
This asymptotic behavior of the macroscopic temperature is characteristic of granular gases, and
has been proved to be optimal in the space homogeneous case for constant restitution coefficient
by Mischler and Mouhot in [24]. These results have then been extended to a more general class
of collision kernel and restitution coefficients by Alonso and Lods in [2, 3] and by the second
author in [27]. Nevertheless, in all these works, additional constraints on the smoothness of the
initial data (a somehow nonphysical Lp bound for p > 1) are required for the results to hold.
The existence in the general R3x×R3v setting, for a large class of velocity-dependent restitution
coefficient but close to vacuum was obtained in [1]. The stability in L1(R3x × R3v) under the
same assumptions was derived for instance in [33]. Finally the existence and convergence to
equilibrium in T3x × R3v for a diffusively heated, weakly inhomogeneous granular gas was proved
in [31].
As one can imagine, the theory in the dimension 1 case (as concerns us here) is much simpler.
The existence of solutions for the granular gases equation (1.1) in one dimension of physical
space and velocity, with a constant restitution coefficient was proved in [5] for compact initial
data. The velocity-dependent restitution coefficient case, for small data, was then proven in [6].
More precisely, one has:
Theorem 1.1 (From [6]). Let us assume that there exists γ ∈ (0, 1) such that
α = α(|v − v∗|) = 11 + |v − v∗|γ .
Then, for 0 ≤ f0 ∈ L∞(Rx × Rv) with small total mass, there exists an unique mild, bounded
solution in L∞(Rx × Rv) of (1.1).
The main argument is reminiscent from a work due to Bony in [8] concerning discrete velocity
approximation of the Boltzmann equation in dimension 1.
Finally, the problem of the hydrodynamic limit was only tackled formally, and in the quasi-
elastic setting α → 1. The first results for this case can be found in [4] for the one dimensional
case. The review paper [30] summarizes most of the known formal results for the general case.
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1.2. Pressureless Euler: The Sticky Particles dynamics. The pressureless system (1.4) is
rather delicate. It can (and will in general) exhibits shocks as the velocity u formally solves the
Burgers equation where ρ > 0. The implied lack of regularity on u leads to concentrations on
the density ρ which is only a non-negative measure in general.
System (1.4) is hence in general ill-posed as classical solutions cannot exists for large times and
weak solutions are not unique. It is however possible to recover a well posed theory by imposing
a semi-Lipschitz condition on u. This theory was introduced in [9], and later extended in [10]
and [20] (see also [16] and [15]). We cite below the main result of [20], where M1(R) denotes
the space of Radon measures on R and L2(ρ) for ρ ≥ 0 in M1(R) denotes the space of functions
which are square integrable against ρ.
Theorem 1.2 (From [20]). For any ρ0 ≥ 0 in M1(R) and any u0 ∈ L2(ρ0), there exists ρ ∈
L∞(R+,M1(R)) and u ∈ L∞(R+, L2(ρ)) solution to System (1.4) in the sense of distribution
and satisfying the semi-Lipschitz Oleinik-type bound
(1.12) u(t, x)− u(t, y) ≤ x− y
t
, for a.e. x > y.
Moreover the solution is unique if u0 is semi-Lipschitz or if the kinetic energy is continuous at
t = 0 ∫
R
ρ(t, dx) |u(t, x)|2 −→
∫
R
ρ0(dx) |u0(x)|2, as t→ 0.
The proof of Th. 1.2 is quite delicate, relying on duality solutions. For this reason, we only
explain the rational behind the bound (1.12), which can be seen very simply from the discrete
sticky particles dynamics. We refer in particular to [11] for the limit of this sticky particles
dynamics as N →∞.
Consider N particles on the real line. We describe the ith particle at time t > 0 by its position
xi(t) and its velocity vi(t). Since we are dealing with a one dimensional dynamics, we can always
assume the particles to be initially ordered
xin1 < x
in
2 < . . . < x
in
N .
The dynamics is characterized by the following properties
(i) The particle i moves with velocity vi(t): ddtxi(t) = vi(t).
(ii) The velocity of the ith particle is constant, as long as it does not collide with another
particle: vi(t) is constant as long as xi(t) 6= xj(t) for all j 6= j.
(iii) The velocity jumps when a collision occurs: if at time t0 there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , N} such
that xj(t0) = xi(t0) and xj(t) 6= xi(t) for any t < t0, then all the particles with the same
position take as new velocity the average of all the velocities
vi(t0+) =
1
|j|xj(t0) = xi(t0)|
∑
j|xj(t0)=xi(t0)
vj(t0−).
Note in particular that particles having the same position at a given time will then move to-
gether at the same velocity. Hence, only a finite number of collisions can occur, as the particles
aggregates.
This property also leads to the Oleinik regularity. Consider any two particles i and j with
xi(t) > xj(t). Because they occupy different positions, they have never collided and hence
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xi(s) > xj(s) for any s ≤ t. If neither had undergone any collision then xi(0) = xi(t)− vi(t) t >
xj(0) = xj(t)− vj(t) t or
(1.13)
(vi − vj)+
(xi − xj)+
<
1
t
,
where x+ := max(x, 0). It is straightforward to check that (1.13) still holds if particles i and j
had some collisions between time 0 and t.
As one can see this bound is a purely dispersive estimate based on free transport and the
exact equivalent of the traditional Oleinik regularization for Scalar Conservation Laws, see [25].
It obviously leads to the semi-Lipschitz bound (1.12) as N →∞.
We conclude this subsection with the following remark which foresees our main method.
Remark 2 . Define the empirical measure of the distribution of particles
(1.14) fN (t, x, v) :=
N∑
i=1
δ0 (x− xi(t)) δ0 (v − vi(t)) .
The empirical measure is solution to the following kinetic equation
(1.15) ∂tfN + v ∂xfN = −∂vvmN ,
for some non-negative measure mN . This equation embeds the fundamental properties of the
dynamics: conservation of mass and momentum, and dissipation of kinetic energy. It is in several
respect a sort of kinetic formulation, rather similar to the ones introduced for some conservation
laws [22, 23], see also [26].
The kinetic formulation (1.15) has to be coupled with a constraint on fn (just like for Scalar
Conservation Laws). Unsurprisingly this constraint is that fN has to be monokinetic
fN = ρN (t, x) δ(v − uN (t, x)).
1.3. Main Result. We are now ready to state the main result of this article.
Theorem 1.3. Consider a sequence of weak solutions fε(t, x, v) ∈ L∞([0, T ], Lp(R2)) for some
p > 2 and with total mass 1 to the granular gases Eq. (1.1) such that all initial v-moments are
uniformly bounded in ε
(1.16) sup
ε
∫
R2
|v|k f0ε (x, v) dx dv <∞,
some moment in x is uniformly bounded, for instance
(1.17) sup
ε
∫
R2
|x|2 f0ε (x, v) dv <∞,
and f0ε is, uniformly in ε, in some Lp for p > 1
(1.18) sup
ε
∫
R2
(f0ε (x, v))p dx dv <∞.
Then any weak-* limit f of fε is monokinetic, f = ρ(t, x) δ(v−u(t, x)) for a.e. t, where ρ, u are
a solution in the sense of distributions to the pressureless system (1.4) while u has the Oleinik
property for any t > 0
u(t, x)− u(t, y) ≤ x− y
t
, for ρ a.e. x ≥ y.
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Remark 3 . It is possible to replace the Lp condition on f0 by assuming that f0ε is well prepared in
the sense that f0ε → ρ0 δ(v−u0(x)) for some u0 Lipschitz with the convergence in an appropriate
sense (made precise in Remark 4 after Theorem 3.1). In that case one knows in addition that
the limit is the unique “sticky particles” solution to the pressureless system (1.4) as obtained in
[9, 20]
The basic idea of the proof of Th. 1.3 is to use the kinetic description (1.15) to compare
the granular gases dynamics to pressureless gas system. The main difficulty is to show that fε
becomes monokinetic at the limit. This is intimately connected to the Oleinik property (1.12),
just as this property is critical to pass to the limit from the discrete sticky particles dynamics.
Unfortunately it is not possible to obtain (1.12) directly. Contrary to the sticky particles
dynamics, this bound cannot hold for any finite ε (or for any distribution that is not monokinetic).
This is the reason why it is very delicate to obtain the pressureless gas system from kinetic
equations (no matter how natural it may seem). Indeed we are only aware of one other such
example in [21].
One of the main contributions of this article is a complete reworking of the Oleinik estimate,
still based on dispersive properties of the free transport operator v ∂x but compatible with kinetic
distributions that are not monokinetic.
The next section is devoted to the introduction and properties of the corresponding new
functionals. This will allow us to prove a more general version of Th. 1.3 in the last section.
2. A New Dissipative Functional for kinetic equations
2.1. Basic Definitions. The heart of our proof relies on new dissipative properties of kinetic
equations which are
• Contracting in velocity;
• Close to monokinetic.
Mathematically speaking, consider f ∈ L∞([0, T ],M1(R2) solution to
(2.1) ∂tf + v ∂xf = −∂vvm, m ∈M1([0, T ]× R2), m ≥ 0.
We also need a notion of trace for f and more precisely that
(2.2)
Λf,k(t) = lim sup
δ→0
1
δ
∫
x∈R
∫
x<y<x+δ
∫
v,w∈R2
(v − w)k+f(t, x, v) f(t, y, w) dv dw dy dx ∈ L1([0, T ]).
This system is now dissipative and will yield as a dissipation rate a control on the following
nonlinear functional for any η, µ > 0, k ≥ 1
(2.3) Lη,µ,k(f)(t) :=
∫ (v − w)k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) f(t, x, v)f(t, y, w) dv dw dx dy,
where the function χµ is a smooth, non-centered approximation of the Heaviside function, as in
Figure 1. In particular χµ is non-increasing in µ and
(2.4) 0 ≤ χµ(x) ≤ Ix>0, 0 ≤ χ′µ(x) ≤
2
µ
I0<x<mu.
This functional is somehow similar to the one described by Bony in [8], and used by Cercignani
in [13] and by Biryuk, Craig and Panferov in [7].
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χµ
µ r
1
0
Figure 1. Smoothed, non-centered approximation of the Heaviside function χµ.
To make notations consistent, we define when k = 0
(2.5) Lη,µ,0(f)(t) := −
∫
(v − w)2+ log(x− y + η)− χµ(x− y) f(t, x, v)f(t, y, w) dv dw dx dy.
We also define, from the monotonicity of χµ
(2.6) Lη,0+,k(f)(t) := sup
µ→0
Lη,µ,k(f)(t) = lim sup
µ→0
Lη,µ,k(f)(t).
Observe that for µ = 0, Lη,0,k(f)(t) may not be well defined and may in fact depend on the
way the Heavyside function I(x− y) is approximated. This is the reason for the precise defini-
tion above of Lη,0+,k(f)(t). Furthermore from the trace property (2.2), whatever the definition
of Lη,0,k(f)(t), one would have that
∫ T
0 Lη,0,k(f)(t) dt ≤
∫ T
0 Lη,0+,k(f)(t) dt + 2
∫ T
0 Λf,k(t) dt as
explained below.
Example. It is possible to prove that Lη,µ,k is bounded for the sticky particle dynamics. Indeed,
let (xi(t), vi(t))1≤i≤N for N ∈ N be solution to the sticky particles system ((iii)) and fN be the
associated empirical measure given by (1.14). We already observed in Remark 2 that fN solves
(2.1); moreover it has the trace property (2.2) with Λf,k = 0.
In that simple example, it is possible to bound Lη,µ,k directly by using (1.13), so that
0 ≤ Lη,µ,k(fN )(t) ≤ |max vi|2
(
sup
t
sup
i 6=j
(vi − vj)+
(xi − xj)+
)k
≤ Ck,
independently of η and µ.
Let us start with some basic properties of Lη,µ,k(fN )(t).
Lemma 2.1. Assume that f ∈ L∞([0, T ], M1(R2)) solves (2.1), and has bounded moments in
v for some k ≥ 0
(2.7) sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
|v|k+3 f(t, x, v) dx dv <∞.
Then for any η, µ > 0, Lη,µ,k(f)(t) is BV in t; in particular Lη,µ,k(f)(t) is continuous at a.e. t
and has a left and right trace at every t. Furthermore for any s, t
(2.8)
∫ t
s
Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr −→
∫ t
s
Lη,0+,k(f)(r) dr, as µ→ 0.
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The functional
∫ t
s Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr is also continuous in f and
∫ t
s Lη,0+,k(f)(t) is lower semi-
continuous in the following sense: If fn is a sequence of solutions to (2.1) with right-hand sides
mn ≥ 0 s.t.
sup
n
sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
(|x|2 + |v|k+3) fn(t, x, v) dx dv <∞,
and fn → f in w − ∗L∞([0, T ], M1(R2)) then∫ t
s
Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr = lim
∫ t
s
Lη,µ,k(fn)(r) dr,
∫ t
s
Lη,0+,k(f)(r) dr = lim inf
∫ t
s
Lη,0+,k(fn)(r) dr.
Proof. First of all the Lη,µ,k(f) are bounded by moments of f
Lη,µ,k(f)(t) ≤ η−k
∫
R4
(|v|k+2 + |w|k+2) f(t, x, v) f(t, y, w) dx dy dv dw
= η−k
(∫
R2
|v|k+2 f(t, x, v) dx dv
)2
.
By its definition Lη,µ,k(f)(t) converges pointwise in t to Lη,0+,k(f)(t). Thus the previous bound
implies by dominated convergence that for any s, t∫ t
s
Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr −→
∫ t
s
Lη,0+,k(f)(r) dr,
as µ→ 0.
Next denoting f ′ = f(t, y, w), from the equation (2.1) on f , since every term in Lη,µ,k−1(f)(t)
is smooth, one has that
d
dt
Lη,µ,k(f)(t) =
∫ [
f ′ ∂tf + f ∂tf ′
] (v − w)k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) dv dw dx dy,
=
∫ [
f ′
(
− v ∂xf − ∂vvm
)
+ f
(−w ∂yf ′ − ∂wwm′))]
(v − w)k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) dv dw dx dy.
Integrating by part the free transport terms of the last relation, with respect to x and y, we
obtain that for k ≥ 1
d
dt
Lη,µ,k(f)(t) =
∫ {
(v − w)k+3+ f f ′
[
−k χµ(x− y)(x− y + η)k+1 +
χ′µ(x− y)
(x− y + η)k
]
− (k + 1) (k + 2) [f ′m+ f m′] (v − w)k+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y)
}
dv dw dx dy.
Recalling that m ≥ 0, this leads to
(2.9) d
dt
Lη,µ,k(f)(t) ≤
∫
(v − w)k+3+ f f ′
[
−k χµ(x− y)(x− y + η)k+1 +
χ′µ(x− y)
(x− y + η)k
]
dx dy dv dw,
and hence by (2.4)
d
dt
Lη,µ,k(f)(t) ≤ 4
µ ηk
∫
|v|k+3f dx dv,
which is bounded by (2.7).
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On the other hand if k = 0 by the definition of Lη,µ,k(f) and with similar calculations
d
dt
Lη,µ,0(f)(t) = −
∫
x≤1+y+η
{
(v − w)3+ f f ′
[
χµ(x− y)
(x− y + η) + χ
′
µ(x− y) log(x− y + η)−
]
+ 2
[
f ′m+ f m′
]
Iv−w≥0 log(x− y + η)− χµ(x− y)
}
dv dw dx dy.
Note that since log x ≤ 0 for x ≤ 1 and m ≥ 0, one has similarly in this case
(2.10)
d
dt
Lη,µ,0(f)(t) ≤ −
∫
x≤1+y+η
(v − w)3+f f ′
[
χµ(x− y)
(x− y + η) + χ
′
µ(x− y) log(x− y + η)
]
dx dy dv dw,
leading by (2.4) to
d
dt
Lη,µ,0(f)(t) ≤ 4 | log η|
µ
∫
|v|3f dx dv.
In all cases, Lη,µ,k(f)(t) is hence semi-Lipschitz and thus BV .
Consider now any sequence fn of solutions to Eq. (2.1). Observe that
sup
n
∫ T
0
∫
R2
mn(dt, dx, dv) = sup
n
∫
R2
|v|2 (f0n(dx, dv)− fn(T, dx, dv)) <∞.
Therefore by (2.1), ∂tfn is bounded in M1loc([0, T ]×R2) + L∞(W−1,1x L1x). That implies that fn
is compact in L2([0, T ]) with values in some weak space.
On the other hand the function (v − w)k+2+ (x − y + η)−k χµ(x − y) is smooth (C∞) for any
η, µ > 0. The uniform control on the moments of fn then implies that
In(t, x, v) =
∫
R2
(v − w)k+2+ (x− y + η)−k χµ(x− y) fn(t, dy, dw)
is compact in L2([0, T ], C1x,v). Therefore we can easily pass to the limit in∫ t
s
∫
R2
fn(r, dx, dv) In(r, x, v) dr =
∫ t
s
Lη,µ,k(fn)(r) dr.
This obviously cannot work for Lη,0+,k(fn)(t). However as Lη,µ,k(fn)(t) is increasing in µ, and
by (2.8) ∫ t
s
Lη,0+,k(f)(r) dr = sup
µ>0
∫ t
s
Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr.
The supremum of any family of continuous functions is automatically lower semi-continuous thus
finishing the proof. 
2.2. Dissipation properties. Our main goal is to use the dispersive properties of the free
transport to bound Lη,0+,k(f) in terms of Lη,0+,k−1(f).
Theorem 2.1. Assume that f ∈ L∞([0, T ], M1(R2)) solves (2.1), satisfies (2.2) and has
bounded moments in v for some k ≥ 0
(2.11) sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
|v|k+2 f(t, x, v) dx dv <∞.
Then for any µ, η > 0, 0 ≤ s ≤ t if k ≥ 2
(2.12) k
∫ t
s
Lη,0+,k(f)(r) dr + Lη,0+,k−1(f)(t−) ≤ Lη,0+,k−1(f)(s+) + 2
ηk−1
∫ t
s
Λf,k+2(r) dr,
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and if k = 1
(2.13)
∫ t
s
Lη,0+,1(f)(r) dr + Lη,0+,0(f)(t−) ≤ Lη,0+,0(f)(s+) + 2 | log η|
∫ t
s
Λf,2(r) dr.
Proof. The proof is straightforward after Lemma 2.7. We begin by working with Lη,µ,k(f) for
µ > 0. Differentiating in time, one again obtains Eq. (2.9), that is
d
dt
Lη,µ,k−1(f)(t) ≤ −kLη,µ,k(f)(t) +
∫
(v − w)k+2+ f f ′
χ′µ(x− y)
(x− y + η)k−1 dx dy dv dw,
for k ≥ 2 and if k − 1 = 0 by (2.10),
d
dt
Lη,µ,0(f)(t) ≤ −Lη,µ,1(f)(t)−
∫
(v − w)3+f f ′ χ′µ(x− y) log(x− y + η)− dx dy dv dw.
We now use the property (2.4) to bound for k ≥ 2∫
(v − w)k+2+ f f ′
χ′µ(x− y)
(x− y + η)k−1 dx dy dv dw ≤
2
µ ηk−1
∫
x<y<x+µ
(v − w)k+2+ f f ′ dx dy dv dw.
Therefore integrating in time between s and t the inequality above one has that
Lη,µ,k−1(f)(t−)− Lη,µ,k−1(f)(s+) ≤ −k
∫ t
s
Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr
+ 2
µ ηk−1
∫ t
s
∫
x<y<x+µ
(v − w)k+2+ f f ′ dx dy dv dw dr.
Take the limit µ→ 0 and observe that by its definition
lim sup
µ→0
1
µ
∫ t
s
∫
x<y<x+µ
(v − w)k+2+ f f ′ dx dy dv dw dr ≤
∫ t
s
Λf,k+2(r) dr.
The passage to the limit in Lη,µ,k−1(f) and
∫ t
s Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr is provided by Lemma 2.1 which
concludes the proof in that case. The case k = 1 is handled similarly. 
2.3. The connection with monokinetic solutions. It turns out that the functionals Lη,µ,k(f)
can control the concentration in velocity of a solution to (2.1). Roughly speaking it is not possible
to have a bound on Lη,µ,k(f) uniform in η and µ if f is not monokinetic. This is due to the fact
that (x− y)k is not integrable if k ≥ 1 and thus the only way to keep the integral bounded is to
have (v − w)+ small if x is close to y.
This is formalized in the following
Proposition 2.1. Assume that f ∈ L∞([0, T ], M1(R2)) solves (2.1), and has bounded v-
moments for some k ≥ 0
sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
|v|k+2 f(t, x, v) dx dv <∞.
Assume moreover that
sup
µ,η
∫ T
0
Lη,µ,k(f)(r) dr <∞.
Then f is monokinetic for a.e. t: There exist ρ ∈ L∞([0, T ], M1(R)), u ∈ L∞([0, T ], Lk+2(ρ))
s.t. for a.e. t
f(t, x, v) = ρ(t, x) δ(v − u(t, x)).
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Proof. First of all notice that it is always possible to define ρ and u by
ρ(t, x) =
∫
R
f(t, x, dv), ρ u(t, x) =
∫
R
v f(t, x, dv).
One necessarily has that u ∈ L∞([0, T ], Lk+2(ρ)) because
u(t, x) =
∫
R
v
f(t, x, dv)
ρ(t, x) ,
and by Jensen inequality ∫
R
|u(t, x)|k+2 ρ(t, dx) ≤
∫
R2
|v|k+2 f(t, x, dv).
Furthermore by (2.1), f is BV in time with value in a weak space in x and v (as in the proof of
Theorem 2.1) and using the moments this proves that ρ and ρ u are also BV in time.
Radon-Nikodym theorem implies that it is possible to decompose f according to ρ
f(t, x, v) = ρ(t, x)M(t, x, v),
and the goal is thus to prove that M is concentrated on a Dirac mass. We proceed in two steps
by considering the atomic and non-atomic parts of ρ. We write accordingly
ρ(t, x) =
∞∑
n=1
ρn(t) δ(x− xn(t)) + ρ˜(t, x),
where ρ˜ does not contain any Dirac mass.
Step 1: Control of the non-atomic part. This part does not require any further use of Eq.
(2.1). Start by remarking that by Jensen’s inequality again∫
R2
(u(x)− u(y))k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) ρ(t, dx) ρ(t, dy) ≤ Lη,µ,k(f)(t).
Instead of replacing both v and w in Lη,µ,k(f)(t), it is also possible to use Jensen’s inequality to
replace only v for instance. Thus one has as well∫
R3
(v − u(y))k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) f(t, dx, dv) ρ(t, dy) ≤ Lη,µ,k(f)(t).
Now (a+ b)k ≤ 2k (ak + bk) and combining the two previous inequalities∫
R3
(v − u(x))k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) f(t, dx, dv) ρ(t, dy)
=
∫
R3
(v − u(y) + u(y)− u(x))k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) f(t, dx, dv) ρ(t, dy)
≤ 2k
∫
R3
(v − u(y))k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) f(t, dx, dv) ρ(t, dy)
+ 2k
∫
R2
(u(x)− u(y))k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y) ρ(t, dx) ρ(t, dy)
≤ 2k+1 Lη,µ,k(f)(t).
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In the left-hand side, only ρ(t, dy) depends on y and this leads to define
αµ,η =
∫
R
χµ(x)
(x+ η)k dx, Kµ,η =
α−1µ,η χµ(x)
(x+ η)k , αη = limµ→0αµ,η, Kη = limµ→0Kµ,η =
α−1η Ix>0
(x+ η)k .
The previous inequality can be written as∫
R2
(v − u(x))k+2+ Kµ,η ? ρ(t, x) f(t, dx, dv) ≤ α−1µ,η 2k+1 Lη,µ,k(f)(t).
One has that limµ→0Kµ,η ? ρ = supµKµ,η ? ρ = Kη ? ρ. Note that Kη is not continuous and
in particular it is defined with Ix>0 and not Ix≥0. This makes a difference if ρ contains Dirac
masses and as we will see it is the reason why additional calculations are required for the atomic
part.
In the meantime integrating in time, taking the supremum in µ and using the decomposition
of f , one obtains that∫ T
0
∫
R2
(v − u(t, x))k+2+ Kη ? ρ(t, x) ρ(t, dx)M(t, x, dv) dt ≤
∫ T
0
α−1η 2k+1 Lη,0+,k(f)(t) dt −→ 0,
as η → 0, since x−k is not integrable for k ≥ 1 and thus αη → +∞. Therefore for ρ(t, dx) dt
almost every point t and x s.t.
(2.14) lim inf
η→0 Kη ? ρ(t, x) > 0,
then one must have that the support of M(t, x, .) in v is included in (−∞, u(t, x)]. However by
their definition, one has that for ρ(t, dx) dt almost every point t and x∫
R
M(t, x, dv) = u(t, x).
Thus at such points t and x s.t. (2.14) holds, one must have that M(t, x, v) = δ(v − u(t, x))
which is our goal.
In this argument, we treated differently x and y in Lη,0+,k(f)(t). We can make the symmetric
argument, deducing that for ρ(t, dy) dt almost every point t and y s.t.
lim inf
η→0
∫
R
Kη(x− y) ρ(t, dx) > 0,
then the support of M(t, y, .) in w is included in [u(t, x), +∞) and again one must have that
M(t, y, w) = δ(w − u(t, x)).
Combining those two arguments, we deduce that M(t, x, v) = δ(v − u(t, x)) for ρ(t, dx) dt
almost every point t and x s.t.
lim inf
η→0
∫
R
(Kη(x− y) +Kη(y − x)) ρ(t, dy) = lim inf
η→0
∫
y 6=x
ρ(t, dy)
(|x− y|+ η)k > 0.
We emphasize that ρ(t, dy) is only integrated on y 6= x so that a Dirac mass at x in ρ does not
contribute to the previous integral. Finally∫
y 6=x
ρ(t, dy)
(|x− y|+ η)k ≥ 2 η
−1
∫
B(x,η), y 6=x
ρ(t, dy),
yielding
(2.15) M(t, x, v) = δ(v − u(t, x)) for ρ dt a.e. t, x s.t. lim inf
η→0 η
−1
∫
B(x,η), y 6=x
ρ(t, dy) > 0.
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To conclude this step, use the classical Besicovitch derivation theorem which implies that for dt ρ˜
a.e. t, x then
lim inf
η→0
1
2 η
∫
B(x,η), y 6=x
ρ˜(t, dy) = lim inf
η→0
1
2 η
∫
B(x,η)
ρ˜(t, dy) = lim
η→0
1
2 η
∫
B(x,η)
ρ˜(t, dy) > 0,
as ρ˜ does not have any Dirac mass.
This means that for dt ρ˜ a.e. t, x, M(t, x, v) = δ(v − u(t, x)) and
f(t, x, v) = ρ˜(t, x) δ(v − u(t, x)) +
∞∑
n=1
ρn(t) δ(x− xn(t))M(t, xn, v).
Step 2: Control of the atomic part. As noticed the previous step does not control the
atomic part of f . Given that f is BV in time, by contradiction if f is not monokinetic at a.e. t
then there exists t0, x0, ρ0 > 0 and M0(v) 6= δ(v − u(t0, x0)) s.t.
f(t0+, x, v) = g + ρ0 δ(x− x0)M0(v), g ≥ 0,
∫
R
M0(dv) = 1.
The main idea then is to use Eq. (2.1) to show that in that case the atom at x0 has to split at
t > t+. The corresponding pieces will now necessarily interact in Lη,0+,k(f)(t), not being at the
same point and this will lead to a contradiction.
Since M0 is not a Dirac mass, it is possible to find two smooth non-negative functions ϕ1 and
ϕ2, supported on distinct intervals I1 and I2 s.t.
(2.16) inf {(v − w)+ : v ∈ I1, w ∈ I2} ≥ C∗ > 0,
and
inf
i=1, 2
∫
R
M0(dv)ϕi(v) ≥ 13 .
Denote these intervals as Ii :=
[
vi, vi
]
, and calculate using Eq. (2.1) for t > t0
d
dt
∫ x0+vi (t−t0)
x0+vi (t−t0)
∫
R
ϕi(v) f(t, dx, dv) =
∫
R
vi ϕi f (t, x0+vi (t−t0), dv)
−
∫
R
vi ϕi f
(
t, x0+vi (t−t0), dv
)− ∫ x0+vi (t−t0)
x0+vi (t−t0)
∫
R
ϕi(v) v · ∂xf(t, dx, dv)
−
∫ x0+vj t
x0+vj t
∫
v
ϕi(v) ∂vvµ(t, dx, dv).
Integrating by part the term in v∂xf , we find
d
dt
∫ x0+vi (t−t0)
x0+vi (t−t0)
∫
R
ϕi(v) f(t, dx, dv) =
∫
R
(vi − v)ϕi f (t, x0+vi (t−t0), dv)∫
R
(v − vi)ϕi f
(
t, x0+vi (t−t0), dv
)− ∫ x0+vj t
x0+vj t
∫
v
ϕi(v) ∂vvm(t, dx, dv).
Since ϕi is supported on the interval Ii, we have there that vi−v ≥ 0 and v−vi ≥ 0 so integrating
between t0 and t∫ x0+vi (t−t0)
x0+vi (t−t0)
∫
R
ϕi(v) f(t, dx, dv) ≥ ρ0
∫
R
ϕi(v)M0(dv)−
∫ t
t0+
∫
R2
|∂vvϕi|m(dt, dx, dv),
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and hence for some constant C > 0∫ x0+vi (t−t0)
x0+vi (t−t0)
∫
R
ϕi(v) f(t, dx, dv) ≥ ρ03 − C
∫ t
t0+
∫
R2
m(dt, dx, dv).
The measure m has finite total mass as it can be checked by integrating Eq. (2.1) against |v|2∫ T
0
∫
R2
m(dt, dx, dv) ≤
∫
R2
|v|2 f0(dx, dv) <∞.
In particular this implies that∫ t
t0+
∫
R2
m(dt, dx, dv) −→ 0, as t→ t0,
and that there exists a critical time tc > t0 s.t.∫ tc
t0+
∫
R2
m(dt, dx, dv) ≤ ρ06C .
Consequently for any t0 < t < tc
(2.17) inf
i=1, 2
∫ x0+vi (t−t0)
x0+vi (t−t0)
∫
R
ϕi(v) f(t, dx, dv) ≥ ρ06 .
Inserting this decomposition in Lη,µ,k(f)(t)∫ tc
t0
Lη,0+,k(f)(t) dt
≥
∫ tc
t0
∫ x0+v1
x0+v1 (t−t0)
∫ x0+v2
x0+v2 (t−t0)
∫
R2
(v − w)k+2+
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y)ϕ1(v)ϕ2(w)f(t, dx, dv)f(t, dy, dw) dt
≥
∫ tc
t0
∫ x0+v1
x0+v1 (t−t0)
∫ x0+v2
x0+v2 (t−t0)
∫
R2
Ck+2∗
(x− y + η)k χµ(x− y)ϕ1(v)ϕ2(w)f(t, dx, dv)f(t, dy, dw) dt,
by (2.16) since ϕi is supported in Ii.
If x ∈ [x0 + v1 (t− t0), x0 + v1 (t− t0)] and y ∈ [x0 + v2 (t− t0), x0 + v2 (t− t0)], then by (2.16)
x− y ≥ (v1 − v2) (t− t0) ≥ C∗ (t− t0).
Therefore∫ tc
t0
Lη,0+,k(f)(t) dt
≥
∫ tc
t0+µ/C∗
∫ x0+v1
x0+v1 (t−t0)
∫ x0+v2
x0+v2 (t−t0)
∫
R2
Ck+2∗
(C∗ (t− t0) + η)k ϕ1(v)ϕ2(w)f(t, dx, dv) f(t, dy, dw) dt
≥
∫ tc
t0+µ/C∗
Ck+2∗
(C∗ (t− t0) + η)k
ρ20
36 ,
by (2.17). Finally if k > 1 this implies that∫ tc
t0
Lη,0+,k(f)(t) dt ≥ ρ
2
0
36
Ck+2∗
k (µ+ η)k−1 ,
and if k = 1 ∫ tc
t0
Lη,0+,k(f)(t) dt ≥ −ρ
2
0
36 C
3
∗ log(µ+ η).
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In both cases, one obtains that
sup
η,µ
∫ T
0
Lη,0+,k(f)(t) dt =∞,
which is a contradiction. 
3. Hydrodynamic Limit: Proof of Theorem 1.3
3.1. A general Hydrodynamic Limit. We prove here a more general version of Theorem 1.3
which can apply to many different systems.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that one has a sequence fε ∈ L∞([0, T ], M1(R2)) of solutions to (2.1)
with mass 1 for a corresponding sequence of non negative measures mε. Assume that all v-
moments of fε are bounded uniformly in ε: For any k
sup
ε
sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
|v|k fε(t, dx, dv) <∞,
together with one moment in x, for instance
sup
ε
sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
|x|2 fε(t, dx, dv) <∞.
Assume moreover that fε satisfies the condition (2.2) with
(3.1)
∫ T
0
Λfε,k(t) dt −→ 0, as ε→ 0 for any fixed k,
with finally that
(3.2) sup
ε
sup
η,µ
Lη,µ,0(fε)(t = 0) <∞.
Then any weak-* limit f of fε solves the sticky particles dynamics in the sense that ρ =∫
R f(t, x, dv) and j =
∫
R v f(t, x, dv) = ρ u are a distributional solution to the pressureless system
(1.4) while u has the Oleinik property for any t > 0
(3.3) u(t, x)− u(t, y) ≤ x− y
t
, for ρ a.e. x ≥ y.
Remark 4 . As already mentioned in the introduction, it is known from [9, 20] that there exists a
unique solution (ρ, u) to the pressureless Euler equations (1.4) (called the entropy solution) under
the so-called Oleinik condition (3.3) for any t > 0 and if the measure ρu2 weakly converges to
ρinu
2
in as t goes to 0. Therefore once f is known in Theorem 3.1 at some time t0, it is necessarily
unique after that time t0. The only problem for uniqueness can occur at t = 0. This can be
remedied if the initial data is well prepared for example
(3.4) f0(x, v) = ρ0(x) δ(v − u0(x)), u0 Lipschitz.
Proof. We divide it in distinct steps: First passing to the limit in fε and its moments. Then
proving that f is monokinetic which implies that ρ, j solve the pressureless system (1.4) and
finally obtain the Oleinik condition (3.3).
Step 1: Extracting limits. First of all, since the total mass is 1 at any t, then the sequence
fε is uniformly bounded in L∞([0, T ], M1(R2)). It is possible to extract a subsequence, still
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denoted fε for simplicity, that converges to some f in the appropriate weak-* topology: For any
φ ∈ L1([0, T ], Cc(R2)),∫ T
0
∫
R2
Φ(t, x, v) fε(t, dx, dv) dt −→
∫ T
0
∫
R2
Φ(t, x, v) f(t, dx, dv) dt.
Since moments up to order at least 3 of fε are uniformly bounded in ε, then it is also possible
to pass to the limit in moments of fε and
ρε =
∫
R
fε(t, x, dv)→ ρ =
∫
R
f(t, x, dv), jε =
∫
R
v fε(t, x, dv)→ j =
∫
R
v f(t, x, dv),
Eε =
∫
R
v2 fε(t, x, dv)→ E =
∫
R
v2 f(t, x, dv),
in the weak-* topology of L∞([0, T ], M1(R)).
Multiplying Eq. (2.1) by |v|2 one finds that
sup
ε
∫ T
0
∫
R2
mε(dt, dx, dv) ≤ sup
ε
∫
R
v2 fε(t = 0, x, dv) <∞.
Therefore one may further extract a converging subsequencemε → m ≥ 0 in the weak-* topology
of M1([0, T ]× (R)).
This proves that f and m still solve (2.1). From the bounded moments of f , one may integrate
this system against 1 first and v2 second to find the system
∂tρ+ ∂xj = 0,
∂tj + ∂xE = 0.
(3.5)
Step 2: f is monokinetic. We now apply Theorem 2.1 to fε for k = 1 and find from (2.12)
that ∫ T
0
Lη,0+,1(fε)(t) dt ≤ Lη,0+,0(fε)(t = 0) + 2 | log η|
∫ T
0
Λfε,2(t) dt.
This means in particular that for any µ > 0∫ T
0
Lη,µ,1(fε)(t) dt ≤ Lη,0+,0(fε)(t = 0) + 2 | log η|
∫ T
0
Λfε,2(t) dt.
We use Lemma 2.1 on the sequence fε to obtain that for any µ > 0 and η > 0∫ T
0
Lη,µ,1(fε)(t) dt −→
∫ T
0
Lη,µ,1(f)(t) dt.
By the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we also have that
∫ T
0 Λfε,2(t) dt → 0 and that C :=
supε,η Lη,0+,0(fε)(t = 0) <∞. Thus ∫ T
0
Lη,µ,1(f)(t) dt ≤ C,
and in particular
sup
µ,η
∫ T
0
Lη,µ,1(f)(t) dt <∞.
We may now apply Prop. 2.1 which implies that f is monokinetic, that is f = ρ(t, x) δ(v−u(t, x))
while u satisfies that for any k
sup
[0, T ]
∫
R
|u(t, x)|k ρ(t, dx) <∞.
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Therefore one automatically has that j = ρ u and E = ρ |u|2. From system (3.5), ρ and ρ u solve
the pressureless gas dynamics (1.4).
Step 3: The Oleinik condition. We only have to show that u is semi-Lipschitz in the sense
of (3.3). Since all moments of fε are bounded, we may apply Theorem 2.1 to fε for any k of
which we repeat the conclusion
(3.6) Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t) + k
∫ t
s
Lη,0+,k(fε)(r) dr ≤ Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(s) + 2
ηk−1
∫ t
s
Λfε,k+2(r) dr.
Observe that by a simple Hölder inequality
Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t) =
∫
R4
Ix>y
(v − w)k−1+
(x− y + η)k−1 (v − w)
2
+ fε f
′
ε
≤
(∫
R4
Ix>y
(v − w)k+
(x− y + η)k (v − w)
2
+ fε f
′
ε
)(k−1)/k (∫
R4
(v − w)2+fε f ′ε
)1/k
.
Therefore since
∫ |v|2 fε(dx, dv) is uniformly bounded in ε, for some uniform constant C one has
that
Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t) ≤ C1/k (Lη,0+,k(fε)(t))(k−1)/k,
which from the inequality (3.6) leads to for a.e. s < t
Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t)+k C−
1
k−1
∫ t
s
(Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(r))
k
k−1 dr ≤ Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(s)+ 2
ηk−1
∫ t
s
Λfε,k+2(r) dr.
This is now a closed inequality on Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t). In order to derive a bound in a simple
manner, assume momentarily that Λfε,k+2 is L∞ in time, or more precisely approximate it by
such a bounded function. Then the inequality would imply that Lη,0+,k−1(fε) is Lipschitz and
could be rewritten in the more direct form
d
dt
Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t) ≤ −k C−
1
k−1 (Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(r))
k
k−1 + 2
ηk−1
Λfε,k+2(t).
Introduce the intermediary quantity M(t) = tk−1 Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t) which satisfies now
dM
dt
≤ (k − 1) M − C
− 1
k−1 M1+
1
k−1
t
+ 2 t
k−1
ηk−1
Λfε,k+2(t).
At a given point t, either M ≤ C or
dM
dt
≤ 2 t
k−1
ηk−1
Λfε,k+2(t).
Therefore obviously
M(t) ≤ C + 2T
k−1
ηk−1
∫ T
0
Λfε,k+2(r) dr.
This final bound now only depends on the L1 norm of Λfε,2 (and thus is independent of the
chosen approximation of Λfε,k+2) leading to the inequality
tk−1 Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t) ≤ C + 2T
k−1
ηk−1
∫ T
0
Λfε,k+2(r) dr.
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Integrating this inequality between 0 and T and recalling that Lη,µ,k−1(fε)(t) ≤ Lη,0+,k−1(fε)(t),
one obtains that for any µ > 0 and η > 0, one has∫ T
0
rk−1 Lη,µ,k−1(fε)(r) dr ≤ C T + 2T
k
ηk−1
∫ T
0
Λfε,k+2(r) dr.
Because of rk−1 it is now possible to pass to the limit as ε→ 0 by Lemma 2.1. Recall that from
the assumption of Theorem 3.1,
∫ T
0 Λfε,k+2(r) dr → 0 to obtain∫ T
0
rk−1 Lη,µ,k−1(f)(r) dr ≤ C T.
Take the supremum in µ to find from Lemma 2.1 that∫ T
0
rk−1 Lη,0+,k−1(f)(r) dr ≤ C T,
or recalling the definition of Lη,0+,k−1(f) and the fact that f is monokinetic∫ T
0
∫
R2
Ix>y (u(t, x)− u(t, y))2+
(
t
(u(t, x)− u(t, y))+
(x− y + η)
)k−1
ρ(t, dx) ρ(t, dy) dt ≤ C T.
For a fixed η, take the limit k →∞ in this inequality. The only possibility for the left-hand side
to remain bounded is that on the support of Ix>y ρ(t, x) ρ(t, y), one has that
t
(u(t, x)− u(t, y))+
(x− y + η) ≤ 1.
This is uniform in η and thus passing finally to the limit η → 0, one recovers the Oleinik bound
(3.3). 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let us start by checking that fε is a solution to Eq. (2.1). Given
that fε solves Eq. (1.1), this is equivalent to showing that for any α and any f the collision
kernel Qα(f, f) can be represented as −∂vvm for some non-negative measure m.
Thus we have to show that∫
R
Qα(f, f) dv = 0,
∫
R
vQα(f, f) dv = 0,
which is just the conservation of mass and momentum, and that for any ψ(v) with ∂vvψ ≥ 0,
that is ψ convex, ∫
R
ψ(v)Qα(f, f) dv ≤ 0.
This is a consequence of the weak formulation of the operator (1.7), which reads as we recall for
any smooth test function ψ
(3.7)
∫
R
ψ(v)Qα(f, f) dv = 12
∫
R2
|v − v∗| f(v∗) f(v) (ψ(v′) + ψ(v′∗)− ψ(v∗)− ψ(v)) dv dv∗.
Now rewriting v′ and v′∗
ψ(v′) + ψ(v′∗)− ψ(v∗)− ψ(v) = ψ
(1+α
2 v +
1−α
2 v∗
)
+ ψ
(1−α
2 v +
1+α
2 v∗
)
− ψ(v∗)− ψ(v)
≤ 0,
if ψ convex for α < 1.
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This implies that propagating moments is easy
d
dt
∫
R2
|v|k fε dx dv = 1
ε
∫
R2
|v|kQα(fε, fε) dx dv ≤ 0.
This immediately proves that
sup
ε
sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
|v|kfε(t, x, v) dx dv ≤ sup
ε
∫
R2
|v|kf0ε (x, v) dx dv <∞.
Next note that
d
dt
∫
R2
|x|2 fε(t, x, v) dx dv = 2
∫
R2
x · v fε(t, x, v) dx dv ≤
∫
R2
(|x|2 + |v|2) fε(t, x, v) dx dv,
so that
sup
ε
sup
t∈[0, T ]
∫
R2
|x|2fε(t, x, v) dx dv ≤ eT sup
ε
∫
R2
(|x|2 + |v|2) f0ε (x, v) dx dv <∞.
In addition the dissipation term from the v-moments actually leads to a control on Λfε,k(t). Since
we assumed that fε ∈ L∞([0, T ], Lp(R2)) for p > 2 and every moment of fε is bounded then
for any fixed v, then ∫
R
(v − w)k+ fε(t, x, w) dw
is bounded in L2([0, T ]× R) and by standard approximation by convolution∫
R2
Ix<y<δ
δ
(v − w)k+ fε(t, y, w) dy dw −
∫
R
(v − w)k+ fε(t, x, w) dw −→ 0,
in L2([0, T ] × R) as δ → 0. Of course this convergence only holds for a fixed ε (and is not in
principle uniform in ε). But for a fixed ε, it now directly implies that for a.e. t
Λfε,k =
∫
R3
(v − w)k+ fε(t, x, v) fε(t, x, w) dx dv dw.
As suggested in the introduction for the energy, k = 2, this term is then controlled by the
dissipation of the moment of order k. More precisely if ψ(v) = |v|k then for some Ck > 0
ψ(v′) + ψ(v′∗)− ψ(v∗)− ψ(v) ≥
|v − v∗|k
Ck
.
Therefore∫ T
0
Λfε,k ≤ Ck ε
∫ T
0
∫
R2
Qα(fε, fε) dx dv dt ≤ Ck ε
∫
R2
|v|k f0ε (x, v) dx dv −→ 0,
as ε→ 0.
The last assumptions of Theorem 3.1 to check is a bound Lη,µ,0(fε)(t = 0) uniformly in ε, η, µ.
This follows from the uniform Lp bound on f0ε through a straightforward Hölder estimate to
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compensate for the log singularity. Denote q = 1+p2 and q∗ s.t. 1/q∗ = 1− 1/q
Lη,µ,0(fε)(t = 0) = −
∫
R4
χµ(x− y) |v − w|2+ log(x− y + η)− f0ε (x, v) f0ε (y, w) dx dy dv dw
≤ 2
∫
R4
I|x−y|≤2 | log |x− y|| |v|2 f0ε (x, v) f0ε (y, w)) dx dy dv dw
≤ 2
∫
R2
|v|2f0ε (x, v)
(∫ x+2
x−2
∫
R
| log |x− y||q∗
1 + |w|2 dy dw
)1/q∗
(∫
R2
(1 + |w|2) |f0ε (y, w)|q dy dw
)1/q
dx dv
≤ C
∫
R2
|v|2f0ε (x, v) dx dv
(∫
R2
(1 + |w|2) |f0ε (y, w)|q dy dw
)1/q
,
since | log x|l is integrable at 0 for any l > 0. Finally by Cauchy-Schwartz∫
R2
(1 + |w|2) |f0ε (y, w)|q dy dw ≤
(∫
R2
(1 + |w|2)2 f0ε (y, w) dy dw
)1/2 (∫
R2
|f0ε (y, w)|p dy dw
)1/2
,
which gives
Lη,µ,0(fε)(t = 0) ≤ C ‖f0ε ‖p/2Lp
(
1 +
∫
R2
|v|4 f0ε (x, v) dx dv
)3/2
,
and the uniform bound.
Since the sequence fε satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, its conclusions apply thus
proving Theorem 1.3.
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